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IMPORTANCE The etiology of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is poorly understood, but prior

studies suggest associations with airborne pollutants.
OBJECTIVE To evaluate the association between prenatal exposures to airborne pollutants
and ASD in a large population-based cohort.
DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS This population-based cohort encompassed nearly all
births in Metro Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, from 2004 through 2009, with
follow-up through 2014. Children were diagnosed with ASD using a standardized assessment
with the Autism Diagnostic Interview–Revised and Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule.
Monthly mean exposures to particulate matter with a diameter less than 2.5 μm (PM2.5), nitric
oxide (NO), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) at the maternal residence during pregnancy were
estimated with temporally adjusted, high-resolution land use regression models. The
association between prenatal air pollution exposures and the odds of developing ASD was
evaluated using logistic regression adjusted for child sex, birth month, birth year, maternal
age, maternal birthplace, and neighborhood-level urbanicity and income band. Data analysis
occurred from June 2016 to May 2018.
EXPOSURES Mean monthly concentrations of ambient PM2.5, NO, and NO2 at the maternal
residence during pregnancy, calculated retrospectively using temporally adjusted,
high-resolution land use regression models.
MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Autism spectrum disorder diagnoses based on
standardized assessment of the Autism Diagnostic Interview–Revised and Autism Diagnostic
Observation Schedule. The hypothesis being tested was formulated during data collection.
RESULTS In a cohort of 132 256 births, 1307 children (1.0%) were diagnosed with ASD by the
age of 5 years. The final sample size for the PM2.5-adjusted model was 129 439 children, and
for NO and NO2, it was 129 436 children; of these, 1276 (1.0%) were diagnosed with ASD.
Adjusted odds ratios for ASD per interquartile range (IQR) were not significant for exposure
to PM2.5 during pregnancy (1.04 [95% CI, 0.98-1.10] per 1.5 μg/m3 increase [IQR] in PM2.5) or
NO2 (1.06 [95% CI, 0.99-1.12] per 4.8 ppb [IQR] increase in NO2) but the odds ratio was
significant for NO (1.07 [95% CI, 1.01-1.13] per 10.7 ppb [IQR] increase in NO). Odds ratios for
male children were 1.04 (95% CI, 0.98-1.10) for PM2.5; 1.09 (95% CI, 1.02-1.15) for NO; and 1.07
(95% CI, 1.00-1.13) for NO2. For female children, they were for 1.03 (95% CI, 0.90-1.18) for
PM2.5; 0.98 (95% CI, 0.83-1.13) for NO; and 1.00 (95% CI, 0.86-1.16) for NO2.
CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE In a population-based birth cohort, we detected an
association between exposure to NO and ASD but no significant association with PM2.5 and
NO2.
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utism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental condition characterized by varying degrees of difficulty in social interaction, difficulties in verbal and
nonverbal communication, and repetitive behaviors.1 In the
United States, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
estimated a sharp increase in ASD prevalence from 6.7 per 1000
children aged 8 years (or 1 in 150 children) in 2000 to 14.6 per
1000 (or 1 in 68 children) in 2012.2,3 The prevalence in Canada
was 15.2 per 1000 children aged 5 to 17 years in 2015 (or 1 in
66 children), and in British Columbia, it was estimated at 14.7
per 1000 (or 1 in 68 children).4
The etiology of ASD is poorly understood.5 Prior research
has identified environmental contaminants and air pollution as
potential risk factors for ASD.6-9 Recent systematic reviews have
reported that exposure to air pollution is associated with increased risk for ASD.7-9 In particular, studies from the United
States, Israel, and Taiwan have reported positive associations
between particulate matter (PM), nitric oxide (NO), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) exposures and increased risk for ASD.10-16 In
contrast, 3 studies in Europe observed no associations between ASD17 or autistic traits18,19 with air pollutants. The proportion of children with ASD from these studies ranged from
342 of 49 073 (0.7%)11 to 279 of 524 (53.2%),12 and sample sizes
ranged from 443 to 83 385.10,15 Outcome assessments have relied on parent-reported questionnaires, diagnostic codes in
health registries, and, in some studies, individual evaluations
or validation of all or a subset of children identified with ASD.
Our study leveraged one of the largest population-based
birth cohorts to date with strict diagnostic criteria for all children who were positively identified with ASD, and highresolution exposure estimates to investigate the association
between prenatal exposure to ambient air pollution in Metro
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.

Methods
Population and Study Design
The cohort included births from 2004 to 2009 to mothers who
were registered with the provincial health insurance plan for
275 days or longer and resided in the Greater Vancouver area
during the calendar year of their pregnancy.
The study was approved by the University of British Columbia Children’s and Women’s Research Ethics Board and Simon Fraser University. The study used deidentified data, so
no consent was sought from individuals.
In British Columbia, the provincial public health insurance program covers nearly all residents.20 We linked birth records in British Columbia from the British Columbia Perinatal Data
Registry and British Columbia Vital Statistics with British Columbia Medical Service Plan and hospital discharge data, Statistics Canada data, and British Columbia Autism Assessment
Network (BCAAN) data through Population Data British
Columbia.21-27 The British Columbia Perinatal Data Registry contains data abstracted from obstetrical and neonatal medical records on nearly 100% of births in the province from more than
60 acute care facilities, as well as births occurring at home that
are attended by registered midwives. This includes data on
E2

Key Points
Question Is prenatal exposure to air pollution a risk factor for
autism spectrum disorder?
Findings In this population-based cohort study of 132 256 births,
maternal exposure to nitric oxide during pregnancy was associated
with increased risk of autism spectrum disorder in offspring.
Meaning Reducing exposures of pregnant women to
environmental nitric oxide may be associated with a reduction in
autism spectrum disorder incidence in their children.

women who had pregnancies ending in a live birth or stillbirth
of at least 20 weeks’ gestation or 500 g birth weight. The registry also collects data on maternal postpartum readmissions
up to 42 days postdelivery and baby transfers and readmissions up to 28 days after birth. The estimated gestational age is
calculated based on last menstrual period, first ultrasonogram
(at <20 weeks’ gestation), clinical estimate from the newborn
examination, and documentation from the maternal medical
record.28 Health services data from the British Columbia Ministry of Health and British Columbia Vital Statistics Agency includes demographic information, residential location, medical visits paid for on a fee-for-service basis, and data on births,
deaths, and hospital discharges. Statistics Canada provides
neighborhood-level data on urbanicity and socioeconomic status, measured as income bands, which are 1000 bands of equivalized disposable income for each postal code (1 indicates the
lowest income; 1000, the highest). In the urban Vancouver metropolitan area, a postal code represents small geographical areas,
such as a high-rise building or 1 side of a city block.29
The study area was based on land use regression (LUR)
models used for exposure assessment.30 We obtained a linked
file of all single, twin, or triplet births to mothers aged 15 to
49 years in British Columbia. Births with unknown gestational age or missing sex information, stillbirths, and infants
who died younger than 1 year of age were not included in the
data extract. Using residential postal codes, we excluded births
outside of the study area.
To develop exposure estimates for the first birth in 2004, we
temporally adjusted LUR models beginning in January 2003. The
cohort was followed up until the end of 2014, establishing a 5-year
minimum follow-up period for ASD diagnoses.

Case Ascertainment
All primary care practitioners and specialists in British Columbia conduct general developmental surveillance. If a child is suspected of having ASD, they are referred for a BCAAN assessment, which yield person-specific ASD diagnostic data, based
on clinical evaluations made by pediatricians, psychiatrists, or
psychologists who have completed additional structured training and mentorships. Diagnostic assessment for ASD has been
standardized within BCAAN since 2004 (April 1, 2004, to December 31, 2014), using the standardized Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) and Autism Diagnostic Interview–
Revised (ADI-R) instruments. In addition to detailed clinical
history, evaluation of developmental status, and reports from
community health practitioners and schools, a clinical diagnostic assessment must include the ADI-R and the ADOS or ADOS-2
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as standardized tools.31 Within BCAAN, all clinicians follow the
same diagnostic guidelines in case assessment and diagnostic
formulation. Clinical diagnostic assessments are provided by
BCAAN for children and youth up to 19 years, which is available
at no cost because it is covered by the provincial health plan.

status, maternal parity, and maternal smoking status to our original model; replaced birth month with conception month; and
replaced original exposure estimates with estimates using
nontruncated, temporally adjusted LUR models. All statistical
analyses were performed in R versions 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5.

Exposure Assessment
We developed temporally adjusted, long-term mean measures of air pollution by combining LUR models at 10 m2 spatial resolution30 with continuous monitoring data (20032014) from Metro Vancouver’s Air Quality Monitoring Network
(Metro Vancouver Environmental Sampling and Monitoring,
written communication, July 8, 2016). These LUR models have
previously been evaluated spatially and temporally against ambient pollution measurements,30,32 with model estimates validated with individual-level exposures in pregnant women.33
The use of LUR models provides greater spatial resolution and
the ability to capture small-scale, localized variation compared with reliance on air-quality monitoring data alone.30,34
Temporally adjusted LUR models allowed us to incorporate
trends and estimate monthly mean air pollution exposures for
each pregnant woman at her residential postal code for her entire pregnancy and each trimester. We used predictive mean
matching to impute missing air monitoring station data.
First, we developed temporal factors as a ratio between the
monthly mean of air pollutant concentrations across all monitors for the month of interest over the annual mean of air pollutant concentrations across all monitors for the LUR year.35 Then,
we derived minimum concentrations by calculating the mean
from the lowest daily mean in a month for all air monitors for each
month of the LUR year. To avoid potentially estimating values
of zero, LUR models were truncated before temporal adjustment
(eFigures 1-3 in the Supplement). ArcGIS software version 10.3
(Esri) and R versions 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 (The R Project for Statistical Computing), with rgdal and rgeos packages, were used.

Statistical Analyses
To examine the independence of pollutant concentrations, we
calculated a Pearson correlation coefficient matrix for all pollutant-time pairs. We selected covariates a priori based on expert knowledge, data availability, past literature, and a list of
confounders identified by the Environmental Epidemiology
of Autism Research Network.7 We included child sex (categorical), birth month (categorical), birth year (categorical), maternal age (continuous), mother’s birth country (categorical), and
neighborhood-level urbanicity (categorical) and income band
(continuous). We did not adjust for gestational age or birth
weight in our primary analyses, because they may be on the
causal pathway between air pollution and ASD.10,16
We examined the association between air pollution exposure and the odds of ASD using single pollutant and single-period
models. We calculated odds ratios (ORs) and 95% CIs using logistic regression to estimate increases in odds of ASD per interquartile range (IQR) change in PM2.5, NO, and NO2 levels. We also
tested for interactions between sex and exposure for all air pollutants and periods. Additionally, we conducted sex-stratified
and sensitivity analyses by individually adding gestational age,
status as small for gestational age, birth weight, multiple birth
jamapediatrics.com

Results
Of the 132 256 children born in the Vancouver metropolitan area
from 2004 through 2009, 1307 (1.0%) were diagnosed with ASD.
The median age at assessment for ASD was 4.2 years (IQR, 3.35.2 years). Children diagnosed with ASD were more likely to be
male (at a ratio of approximately 1 to 5; male children with ASD:
1091 [83.5%]; female children with ASD: 216 [16.5%]), born to
slightly older mothers (median [IQR] age: mothers of children
with ASD, 32.2 [28.7-35.9] years; mothers of children without
ASD: 31.9 [28.2-35.4] years), born to multiparous mothers (mothers of children with ASD: nulliparous, 541 [41.4%]; multiparous, 766 [58.6%]), and residents of lower-income-level neighborhoods (median [IQR] income band: children with ASD, 390
[164-679]; children without ASD: 449 [189-738]; Table 1).
Air pollution concentrations, which exhibited a seasonal pattern, decreased over the 2003 to 2009 study period, from an annual mean of 5.7 to 5.0 μg/m3 for PM2.5, 16.0 to 11.0 ppb for NO,
and 16.0 to 13.5 ppb for NO2 (eFigure 4 in the Supplement). Concentrations of PM2.5 were higher during summer because of secondary PM2.5 formation and episodic smoke from forest fire
activity.36 In contrast, NO and NO2 concentrations were higher
in winter.
For mothers, the median monthly mean exposure during
pregnancy of PM2.5 was 3.5 μg/m3 (IQR, 2.7-4.2 μg/m3); of NO,
18.3 ppb (IQR, 14.0-24.7 ppb); and of NO2, 14.3 ppb (IQR, 12.217.0 ppb). Values were similar across the full pregnancy and
trimesters (eTable 1 in the Supplement). Correlation across periods (eFigure 5 in the Supplement) was high for both PM2.5
(r = 0.8-1.0) and NO2 (r = 0.6-1.0), suggesting a limited ability
to differentiate between exposures across trimesters.
In unadjusted logistic regression models, we estimated an
increase in odds of ASD with increased air pollution exposure
for the full pregnancy (PM2.5: OR, 1.08 [95% CI, 1.03-1.14] per
1.5-μg/m3 [IQR] increase; NO: 1.09 [95% CI, 1.03-1.14] per 10.7ppb [IQR] increase; NO2: 1.11 [95% CI, 1.05-1.17] per 4.8-ppb [IQR]
increase; Table 2) and for each trimester. The associations remained after adjusting for child sex, birth month, birth year, maternal age, maternal birthplace, urbanicity, and income band for
exposure to NO (OR, 1.07 [95% CI, 1.01-1.13]), but the association was not statistically significant for PM2.5 (OR, 1.04 [95% CI,
0.98-1.10]) or NO2 (OR, 1.06 [95% CI, 0.99-1.12]) for the same
IQR increase in each pollutant (Table 2). In the comparison of
odds for male vs female children in full pregnancy models, the
ORs in male children were 1.04 (95% CI, 0.98-1.10) for PM2.5; 1.09
(95% CI, 1.02-1.15) for NO; and 1.07 (95% CI, 1.00-1.13) for NO2.
For female children, they were 1.03 (95% CI, 0.90-1.18) for PM2.5;
0.98 (95% CI, 0.83-1.13) for NO; and 1.00 (95% CI, 0.86-1.16) for
NO2 (Table 2; eFigure 6 in the Supplement). Tests of interactions between sex and exposure for all air pollutants and periods were not statistically significant.
(Reprinted) JAMA Pediatrics Published online November 19, 2018
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Table 1. Characteristics of Children With and Without Autism
Spectrum Disorder
Children, No. (%)
Characteristic

With ASD
(n = 1307)

Without ASD
(n = 130 949)

Sex
Male
Female

1091 (83.5)

66 960 (51.1)

216 (16.5)

63 989 (48.9)

Gestational age at birth,
median (IQR), wk

39 (37-40)

39 (38-40)

Maternal age at delivery,
median (IQR), y

32.2 (28.7-35.9)

31.9 (28.2-35.4)

Multiple birth
Singleton
Twins or triplets

1250 (95.6)

126 942 (96.9)

57 (4.4)

4007 (3.1)

Nulliparous

541 (41.4)

67 834 (51.8)

Multiparous

766 (58.6)

63 114 (48.2)

563 (43.1)

66 284 (50.7)

Parity

Mother’s birthplace
Canada
India

83 (6.4)

12 275 (9.4)

China

128 (9.8)

11 004 (8.4)

Philippines

127 (9.7)

6606 (5.1)

United Kingdom

24 (1.8)

2512 (1.9)

United States

21 (1.6)

1986 (1.5)

Vietnam

51 (3.9)

2912 (2.2)

Hong Kong

28 (2.1)

2045 (1.6)

280 (21.5)

25 102 (19.2)

Other countries
Income band, median (IQR)

390 (164-679)

449 (189-738)

Urbanicity
Rural
Semiurban
Urban

6 (0.5)

456 (0.4)

11 (0.9)

729 (0.6)

1277 (98.7)

129 035 (99.1)

January

119 (9.1)

10 423 (8.0)

February

88 (6.7)

9717 (7.4)

March

116 (8.9)

10 762 (8.2)

April

109 (8.3)

10 679 (8.2)

May

111 (8.5)

11 258 (8.6)

June

114 (8.7)

11 096 (8.5)

July

92 (7.0)

11 379 (8.7)

109 (8.3)

11 556 (8.8)

Month of birth

August
September

109 (8.3)

11 591 (8.9)

October

109 (8.3)

11 267 (8.6)

November

129 (9.9)

10 719 (8.2)

December

102 (7.8)

10 502 (8.0)

2004

235 (18.0)

20 700 (15.8)

2005

206 (15.8)

20 759 (15.9)

2006

200 (15.3)

21 465 (16.4)

2007

210 (16.1)

22 302 (17.0)

2008

232 (17.8)

22 516 (17.2)

2009

224 (17.1)

23 207 (17.7)

Year of birth

Abbreviations: ASD, autism spectrum disorder; IQR, interquartile range.
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We conducted sensitivity analyses to examine whether adjusting for gestational age, status as small for gestational age,
birth weight, multiple birth status, maternal parity, and maternal smoking status altered outcome estimates. We also replaced birth month with conception month and compared temporally adjusted exposure estimates using truncated and
nontruncated LUR models. Adjusting for the additional covariates added to the base models and using exposure estimates derived from nontruncated LUR models resulted in
nearly identical ORs and CIs for all adjustments for the 3 pollutants, with nearly all ORs and CIs for NO retaining statistical significance and most ORs and CIs for PM2.5 and NO2 showing no significant association (eTable 2 in the Supplement).
We had limited ability to differentiate between trimester
exposures because of their high correlation. Likelihood ratio
tests on adjusted models with mutually adjusted trimesters
(eTable 3 in the Supplement) indicated no differences in odds
of developing ASD between trimester-specific exposures for
any of the pollutants.

Discussion
We observed increased risk of ASD associated with exposure
to PM2.5, NO, and NO2 in what is, to our knowledge, one of the
largest population-based cohort studies of prenatal exposures to air pollution and the subsequent development of ASD.
Exposures to PM2.5 and NO2 were not significantly associated
with risk for ASD. Notably, this study was conducted in a population with low levels of air pollution and relied on strict, established, clinically verified ASD diagnostic criteria.
We found an association between ASD and prenatal exposures to NO (Figure). While the OR was small, a small increase
in relative risk for high prevalence exposures can result in a large
burden of disease. Consistent with the meta-analysis by FloresPajot et al,8 we did not find a significant association between ASD
and PM2.5 or NO2 exposure during full pregnancy. Although NO
is not a regulated air pollutant, we included NO as an indicator
of traffic-associated air pollution because our exposure models were capable of distinguishing between NO and NO2 as primary and secondary traffic-associated air pollutants.
Like 1 prior study,13 our sex-stratified analyses did not show
differences in ORs among male children compared with female children, because the test for interactions was not significant. Because of the smaller number of female children with
ASD in our study, the sex-stratified models with female children had wider CIs.
There is insufficient evidence of clear trends in increased
odds by trimester. A systematic review on PM and ASD
reported no definitive conclusions between exposure periods, PM, and risk of ASD.9 Based on a small number of studies, Flores-Pajot et al8 reported an increase in the strength of
association between PM2.5 and ASD from the first to the third
trimester, from a risk ratio of 1.10 to 1.33 per 10 μg/m3, and little
difference across trimesters for NO2.
To date, positive associations between ASD and air pollution have been observed across 7 studies in the United
States,10,12-15 Israel,16 and Taiwan,11 but not in 3 European
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Table 2. Odds of Autism Spectrum Disorder for Prenatal Exposure to Air Pollutants

Children, No.

Children With
Autism Spectrum
Disorder, No.

Odds Ratio (95% CI)

131 440

1300

1.08 (1.03-1.14)

129 439

1276

1.04 (0.98-1.10)

Adjusted full pregnancy model: male children

66 612

1064

1.04 (0.98-1.10)

Adjusted full pregnancy model: female children

62 827

212

1.03 (0.90-1.18)

Unadjusted full pregnancy model

131 437

1300

1.09 (1.03-1.14)

Adjusted full pregnancy model

129 436

1276

1.07 (1.01-1.13)

Adjusted full pregnancy model: male children

66 611

1064

1.09 (1.02-1.15)

Adjusted full pregnancy model: female children

62 825

212

0.98 (0.83-1.13)

Unadjusted full pregnancy model

131 437

1300

1.11 (1.05-1.17)

Adjusted full pregnancy model

129 436

1276

1.06 (0.99-1.12)

Adjusted full pregnancy model: male children

66 611

1064

1.07 (1.00-1.13)

Adjusted full pregnancy model: female children

62 825

212

1.00 (0.86-1.16)

a

Model
Per interquartile range (1.5 μg/m3) of 2.5-μm
particulate matter
Unadjusted full pregnancy model
Adjusted full pregnancy model

Per interquartile range (10.7 ppb) of nitric oxide

Per interquartile range (4.8 ppb) of nitrogen dioxide
a

Models adjusted for child sex, birth
month, birth year, maternal age,
maternal birthplace, and
neighborhood-level urbanicity and
income band.

Figure. Forest Plot of Odds Ratios of the Association of Autism Spectrum Disorder and Prenatal Exposure to Air Pollutants During Pregnancy
PM2.5 (per 10 μg/m3)

NO (per 10 ppb)

NO2 (per 10 ppb)

Source
This study
Becerra et al,10 2013
Guxens et al,19 2016
Raz et al,13 2015
Raz et al,16 2017
Talbott et al,15 2015
Volk et al,12 2013
Meta-analyses
Flores-Pajot et al,8 2016
Lam et al,7 2016
0

2

4

6

8

0.96

Ajusted Odds Ratio

1.00

1.04

1.08

1.12

Ajusted Odds Ratio

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Ajusted Odds Ratio

If multiple models were presented in a study, the chosen models were those that used temporally adjusted exposure estimates to account for temporal variation and
models that used full pregnancy exposure estimates without mutually adjusting for other periods. For comparability, effect estimates were standardized to 10 μg/m3
unit change for 2.5-μm particulate matter (PM2.5) and 10 parts per billion (ppb) unit change for nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). For the conversion of
NO2, 10 μg/m3 is equivalent to 5.32 ppb, based on an ambient pressure of 1 atm and a temperature of 25°C. The Flores-Pajot et al meta-analysis8 summary risk ratio
for PM2.5 includes Guxens et al,19 Becerra et al,10 Raz et al,13 Talbott et al,15 and Volk et al,12 and the Flores-Pajot et al meta-analysis8 summary risk ratio for NO2
includes Guxens et al,19 Becerra et al,10 and Volk et al.12 The Lam et al7 meta-analysis summary odds ratio for PM2.5 includes Raz et al,13 Volk et al,12 and Becerra et
al.10 Lines indicate the 95% CI of each depicted odds ratios (blue squares).

studies.17-19 Inconsistent findings could be because of differences in case definition, air pollution levels, or composition
of airborne pollutants.16,17,19 Our study was in an area with relatively low air pollution and had similar levels of air pollution
as the European cohorts; Guxens et al19 observed median air
pollution levels during pregnancy ranging from 8.4 to 22.4
μg/m3 of PM2.5 and 17.9 to 42.2 μg/m3 of NO2 across cohorts
in Sweden, the Netherlands, Italy, and Spain. Gong et al18 reported yearly mean levels from local traffic in Stockholm, Sweden, ranging from 3.3 to 4.2 μg/m3 of PM10 and 5.4 to 12.7 μg/m3
of NOx, and, in another study,17 Gong et al reported 4.2 to 4.4
μg/m3 of PM10 and 9.8 to 11.0 μg/m3 of NOx. However, Guxens
et al19 and Gong et al18 used measures of autistic traits, not
diagnoses of ASD, and therefore their findings may not be
directly comparable with the other studies described above.
jamapediatrics.com

We did not adjust for birth weight, status as small for gestational age, and preterm birth in our primary analyses, because these could be on the causal pathway between air
pollution and ASD. Studies have found adverse associations
between traffic-associated air pollution and birth weight, status as small for gestational age, and preterm birth,37,38 and some
evidence that these may be associated with ASD.39-41
With a linkage of our cohort to Ministry of Education data
that contain ASD diagnoses from both BCAAN and private practitioners for children in the public-school system, 1967 children were identified with ASD, although only 1307 (66.4%) are
identified by the stricter BCAAN criteria. We compared mean
exposures for the full pregnancy period among children with
positive diagnoses of ASD in both BCAAN and Ministry of Education data (n = 1178; PM2.5, 3.7 μg/m3; NO, 21.8 ppb; NO2, 15.8
(Reprinted) JAMA Pediatrics Published online November 19, 2018
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ppb), only in BCAAN data (n = 129; PM2.5, 3.6 μg/m3; NO, 21.7
ppb; NO2, 15.8 ppb), and only in Ministry of Education data
(n = 660; PM2.5, 3.5 μg/m3; NO, 20.5 ppb; NO2, 15.1 ppb). These
differences were not meaningful, and we did not suspect differential misclassification by exposure.

women move between areas with noticeably different air pollution concentrations. Direct exposure assessment is not possible in a study of this size, particularly for exposures for the
full 9-month duration of a pregnancy and a study using a retrospective design. Sampling pregnant women from the time
of conception and prospectively measuring their exposures
would not be possible, and any direct measurement during
pregnancy would be especially challenging, because ASD is a
rare outcome. In a study comparing short-term personal
exposures to air pollution in pregnant women vs ambient air
pollution estimates from the LUR models, the ability of these
models to characterize high-resolution spatial variability in
exposure was also reflected in personal exposure measurements, with increased correlation when both home and work
locations were considered.33 Accounting for time-activity
patterns during pregnancy could help improve personal
exposure estimates,33 although pregnant women tend to
increasingly spend more time at home during the more
advanced part of pregnancy.43
Our study design only tested associations for single pollutants. Assessment of pollutant mixtures are an important
future research direction.

Limitations
This study has strengths and limitations. In our study, which
is, to our knowledge, one of the largest population-based cohorts on ASD and air pollution, all children who were diagnosed with ASD received a clinical diagnosis by qualified diagnosticians who have undergone extensive training to provide
standardized clinical assessments. However, children in British Columbia who received an ASD diagnosis from a private
practitioner were not included in this case definition.
We included covariates (social class, urban residence, maternal age, season of conception or birth, and calendar time)
based on a list identified by the Environmental Epidemiology
of Autism Research Network.7 Although we controlled for these
potential confounders, we did not test for multiple comparisons and residual confounding may remain, likely biasing our
effect estimates toward the null.
Our temporally adjusted LUR models had high spatial
and temporal resolutions to help reduce measurement error.
Spatially, exposure estimates were resolved to small geographic areas at a postal code level. Exposure errors derived
from these models are typically Berkson-like, in which case
the error has little to no effect on ORs but rather increases the
width of CIs.42 However, trimester-specific analyses were
limited by the high correlation between trimester exposures.
Incorporating residential history during pregnancy into exposure estimates could potentially increase exposure variation
and reduce correlation of trimester exposures if pregnant
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